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History of Art
Sources of the history of art are based upon the extracts and literary evidences.
Writing was invented about 5000 years back. So from earliest time to the
invention of writing we are guided by the extracts found due to the excavations
and researches and after that books guide us.
Researches began during later half of the 19th century. In Europe the
researches and excavations have been more extensive .In other countries that
is China, Persia, America and India etc. we do not reach very deep into the
past and at the same time our knowledge is not complete.
Three glacial epochs had already passed and at the end of third glacial epoch
the man was hairy, rugged without clothing and possessed stone axe to defend
himself. Two discoveries had already been made i.e. controlling fire and use of
stone implements.

During the evolution of thousand of years art impulse gave the man feeling for
proportion, symmetry and balance. This sensitivity increased in late Chillian
and Mousterianages, the man belonged to Neanderthal race. With the approach
of fourth glacial epoch the man and animals began to migrate to safer places.
Man began to cover himself with skin and traces have been found of family life.
Color made its appeal and he began to decorate his body and skin, clothing
with ornaments. Then a giant migration perhaps from Asia brought Cro
magnon man into Europe. At that time Europe and Asia were connected
together and people could come and go on foot passing the shallow
MediterraneanSea. Animals were in abundance. These people were also
hunters but far advanced mentally to the Neanderthalman. They stitched the
skins together with the needles of bones and had implements made of bones,
stones and horns.
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Altamira Cave
It was discovered by a little Spanish girl daughter of Santavola in
1879.Santavola was an anthropologist and very fond of collecting ancient
articles. When he came to know about the situation of the cave he went with
his daughter in search of ancient articles.

The pigments were red, black and grey. Santavola wrote a paper and the
academy of anthropologists led by Prof Harlet went into the cave but accused
Santavola having the paintings done by a modern artist. The chief argument
was that the paintings were marvelous and the color very fresh. But this was
due to the climaticconditions. The authenticity of Santavola was proved when
other anthropologist s and research scholars found many other caves in Spain,
France and Southern Europe.
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Lascaux Caves

The researches about Lascaux cave in the region of Dordogne valley were
completed in 1940.This cave was discovered by two school boys who went
behind their dog into a hole where they found a big entrance to a cave. They
reported about it to their class teacher Monsieur Lavel.He went with a lamp to
the cave and found two passages leading to a big chamber. There were amazing
studies of Deer, Cows, Bulls, Bison but the largest one is of on e bull about 17
feet long. Drawing of a man was also found in it. The pigments used were black,
yellow and Brown and Purple and some unfinished paintings are only in outline
according to the crystals formed over the surface. The deduction of Research
Scholars in that the cave belonged to the Aurignacian.Such paintings must
have a long evolutionary period beginning from single outline .The symbols
used in the cave are meaningless to us because they have not been deciphered
if they had any meaning at all.
Though divided into different units the Greeks personified the nature Gods
giving them human form. They thought Zeus as King of Gods ruling from the
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highest peak of mount Olympus. Uses the God of art and culture dwelling on
the slopes of Mount Parnassus and Apollo the God of wisdom ruling from the
mount Delphi because they gave the Gods the human form. The Greeks created
perfect individual as an ideal .The classical history of Greece begins 776 BC
with the establishment of Olympiad. Every fourth year the Athle tic, games,
literary and music contest were celebrated in the honor of Zeus on the plains
of Olympia. This brought all the tribes of Greece together for the period of
games, all hostilities stopped among them. This paved the path for Greek Art
to reach the golden age of Pericles in 5ht century BC.Every four yearly
gathering the worship of same Gods, assimilation of culture and the unity
emphasized in spite of continual warfare and the interest in the perfect human
body all led to the perfection of Hellenic Art.

Golden age in Greece reached in the 5th century
and then came the decline because Athens had swollen with pride and
Athenians had become idle and lazy. Sparta gained power again and reb elled.
Peloponnesian war followed and both the powers struggled for about 27 years
from 431 BC to 404 BC.The Greek unity was broken and in the last Sparta
came out victorious. Philip the second of Macedonia marched from North in
357 BC and won over Greece but before he could be recognized he was killed
in 336 BC.
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Alexander his son conquered Greece, Asia Minor, Egypt and Persia and
marched up to North west of India. When he died at Babylon in 323 BC, his
generals divided up the empire but Greek civilization had already spread far
and wide. Alexandria at the mouth of River Nile had become the center of
learning and the greatest library of manuscripts was established there. At last
Greece was conquered by Romans in 146 BC.The Greek Artists were carried
away to Rome and to satisfy the wishes of their masters, they copied Greek
original pictures in great many numbers. Wall paintings in private and public
buildings have perished and we can get an account of Greek painting only
through the literary sources and the copies from Rome.

Polygnotus of 5th century BC was a painter as well as a sculptor who attempted
to suggest depth by placing figures one upon other. Another famous painter
belonging to the same century Appollodorus was famous as shadow maker who
experimented with the use of shadows to make his figures appear round. Other
painters who were famous artists according to the Greek stories were Zeuxis,
Protogenes and Parrahasius.They were turning from idealism to realism and
try to bring the likeness in the portrait of heroes and nobles while these Greek
painters experimented in perspective, lights and shade and contours. Line
seems to be the important means of expression because sculpture and painting
ran side by side. We can have further knowledge about the changing trends in
painting as they existed in sculpture. Greek artist liked to paint healthy bodies
with graceful proportion and balance.
Myron portrayed fleeting moments of swift movement when the whole body on
action reveals its athletic grace. Discobolus is his masterpiece sculpture.
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Phildias brought sculpture to the climax; he made Athena at Acropolis that is
40 feet high and Zeus at Olympia that is 35 ft. in height. Thus we see Greek
painting followed the same trends as were followed in sculpture from idea lism
to realism.

Other Caves
In the cavern of Midi District of France the drawing of woolly rhinoceros and
hairy bear have been found. Somefootprints and handprints of man are also
there. It appears that these drawings have been made over some previous work.
In the caves of Pyrenees at Font-De-Gaume in France many single animals
except that in processionof mammoth have been found. The most marvelous is
the position of legs and feet of the running animals that have been painted as
if captured with a camera. It means that those cave men had eyes, memories
and hence they saw, retained and then reproduced the swiftest movement of
animals in flight.
The cave in Perigord in Dordogne valley has a mammoth truly, masterly and
hundred of other animal studies. A lamp of sandstone has also been found
with a picture of an ibex signed on it. With such lamps the artist worked in the
dark interior of the caves.
A cave in a tiny village of Morella- la- Vella in Spain has the first specimen of
tribal warfare with bows and arrows; the human figures are in action.
At Baranco, Devalltorla there is a painting of realistic deer hunt. These caves
vary in depth from a few hundred to some 4000 ft.

Mostly the paintings are in the dark interior of the caves. Tiny lamps were used
filled with fat of animal with a wick perhaps made of moss. For drawing
outlines pieces of red and yellow ochre were used and for painting these colors
were powdered to be mixed with animal fat. Shoulder bones or pelvis were used
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for palate, brushes of animal hair were used. The stone scrapers for smoothing
the wall and sharp flints for engraving outlines were used.
Essential Characteristics of animal were drawn with a bold continuous line
first engraved with the flints and then filled in with colors. Short lines wherever
used were for shading.
In the caves of France and in Altamira in Spain there are large -scale
reproductions of single animals with no human figure except one in Lascaux.
In the caves of Spain other than that of Altamira there are drawings of animals
few inches in size. Animals are in groups and there are also human figures
hunting, fighting and dancing.

Evolution of Thought
There are two views of the artists. Some say that art began asa mystical religion
and ended as an expression of joy of senses in lovely things. Others hold that
art began only as an outlet of the art impulse. More favorable views ar e with
the former because the paintings have been drawn in the dark interior of the
caves meant for magical purpose to bring down the animals.
Then the earth swung towards the sun in about 10,000 years BC.Ice moved
towards the poles, the plains of shrubs and bushes turned into forests.
Animals and men migrated. Some animals became extinct. Men moved towards

seaside, great lakes and river basins. MediterrarianSea became very deep.
Europe became geographically, climatically and biologically of today and with
this we passed out of the pre historic into the beginning of today.
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Art of Egypt

The political history Egypt can be divided into four
parts. Each of which is grouped around a city.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From
From
From
From

3000 to 2000 BC first dynasty to 11 th dynasty ruled at Memphis.
2000 to 950 BC 12th dynasty to 21st dynasty ruled at Thebes
950 BC to 332 BC 22nd dynasty to 31st dynasty reigned at Sais.
305 BC to AD 30 Ptolemy (Greek kings} reigned at Alexandria

The religion of Egyptians played an important part in the evolution of art.
The cycles of seasons and the scenes of sunrise and sunset gave the
Egyptians an idea of revival. They thought that a man who dies would not
revive again. ‘Ka’ was there equivalent to soul or spirit and they preserved the
body through mummification and for the ‘Ka’ they made huge stone buildings
in which they made a secret chamber, a reception room and a cellar in which
they put the dead body. Such huge buildings were called ‘mastabas’ which is
like a pyramid cut of in between. The pharaoh was supreme and the people
thought their own good in serving the pharaoh. Cheops of the 4th dynasty
built the first pyramid at Giza in 2800 BC. He placed mastabas upon
mastabas giving the final shape that of the pyramid. In the secret chamber of
mastabas and pyramids have been found wall paintings. During Theban
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period great sphinx with head of a person and body of a lion was cut out of a
limestone sixty ft. high and 200 ft. in length. Its impressiveness symbolized
power and stability. Great temples at Luxor and Karnak were also built which
contain wall paintings. During the 3rd period the nobles challenged the
sovereignty of Pharaoh but he maintained his power by balancing one noble
against the other.
Egypt became militant nation and its territories extended southward and
eastward up to Euphrates .The thought and religion also changed in the light
of the uselessness of the labor that was put by the predecessors and this
thought appears in the literature also. The great king conceived the idea of one
God whom he called Aton and took for himself the title of Akhenaton that
means the spirit of Aton. He also set up a new capital Akhetoon.The military
pressure and of the priest made people to believe the idea of one god that was
contrary to their tradition. After his death the power again transferred to
Thebes.

The art of Egypt concerns with the dead because the wall paintings in Mastabas
and Pyramids all belong to dead pharaohs. ‘The book of the Dead is really a
collection of the texts recited at the time of death. It contains magic words”.
The language was deciphered by the help of Napoleon who invaded Egypt in
1799 and found a slab at Rashid or Rosette and took it to Paris. There the
lithographers made copies of it distributed them among the scholars who after
great pains could read the language. Thus the Egyptian records became
intelligible to the world.
The fields for the expression for the artist were walls, papyrus r olls, and slab
of the hard stone, wood and coffin cases. One of the papyrus rolls the longest
in the world is in British Museum and measure 163ft in length and 16 -% ft. in
width. Picture of magic ceremonies, the headings of which are ‘opening of the
mouth’, ‘the weighing of the head’ and the ‘journey of the sun god’ and many
other pictures are painted on it.
The figures were drawn with little overlapping except in the case of animals
where depth was suggested by repeating silhouette. The figures of men and
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movements were drawn according to the Egyptian law of frontality. The heads
and legs in profile and the torso and the eye in front view, actual rather than
visual truth appealed the Egyptians’ very strongly.
Some unfinished paintings on the walls show the process of artist’s work.
Uneven stones and surface of the walls were covered with the coating of the
fine plaster. In the plaster they mixed rice husk and powdered rocks. The artist
mixed the pigments with some binding materials as gum and applied them to
the dry surface with brushes made of the reeds in flat tones even with no light
and shade. They first sketched the picture and then made the incision with the
help of chisel to give it a sense of relief. Painting was not used very frequently
but painted reliefs. Perhaps the Egyptians scorned the brush inferior to the
chisel.

Painting of ‘Gees of Meidum’ is a rare example in Cairo Museum that dates
back to 2900 to 2750 BC.It is naturalistic so far as the movement of the ducks
is concerned but abstract in decoration. In painting the female the flesh is of
yellowish color because the Egyptians women led a more secluded life than the
men whose sunburnt skin is usually painted with dark reddish color. During
the Theban period the painters began to omit relief and painted directly on the
walls with greater freedom of the brush in comparison to chisel.

Some of the outstanding paintings

Painted sculptured head of the lovely Queen Nefertiti of
about 1400 BC is in British Museum seems modern in its beauty and
execution.
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Wall decoration in the palaces of noble Khnumhoteb at Benehasan shows the
noble killing the fish with the help of a lance. His figure in the center is
according to the Egyptian law but in the panels below there is freedom of action
shown in the figures. Wave lines are also conventional in the tomb of Nakht at
Thebes from 1580 to 1350 BC. The front wall has a false door to provide for
the spirit to pass through. On both sides of the door there are square panels
in which kneeling figures have been shown offering gifts. In the lower panel
there are objects of gifts such as loaf of breads, onions, grapes, meat, lotus
and papyrus combined into symmetrical pattern. On the left wall are the large
figures of a male and female along with the scenes of agriculture. On the left
wall there is banquet scene with six figures seated on a wall near blind
musician in which there is a great freedom of pose and variety of movements.
In another scene in a Theban tomb dating from 1580 to 1350 BC.The noble in
the center is standing in his boat and driving the birds from papyrus plant. In
his right hand he hoards three birds, a hunting cat is in front of king. The two
companions are perhaps the wife and daughter who are enjoying lotus, water
and the figures are drawn in traditional way but the cats, birds and fishes are
of naturalistic.

Specimens of painting on wood have also been found .The wood was covered
with linen dipped in glue to furnish a smooth surface for painting. Figures of
the dead on the coffins were drawn in bold outlines with flat colors filled in.
Designs are in conventionalized shape particularly with lotus and geometrical
forms. During the period from 950 BC to 332 BC the art decayed and the artist
only tried to look into the past to revive the bygone glories and the strength of
line weakened and designs became complex. The final blow came with the
invasion of Alexander the Great in 332 BC.

Art in Aegean Civilization
Civilization of Greece nearby islands in Aegean Sea and Crete is included under
the broad term Aegean Civilization having its root in Egypt when divided into
separate zones. The civilization of the main land (Greece) is termed as Helladic
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or Hellenic that of Islands, Cycladic and of Crete or Eretan and Minoan. The
term Minoan looks as wrong though it is in common use. It is after the name
of the great king Minos who ruled over Crete in about 1600 BC.Under him the
civilization reached its zenith. It was developing before him and persisted after
him, thus the history of Crete falls into three divisions.
1. Early Minoan about 3500 to 2200 BC
2. Middle Minoan about 2200 to 1600 BC
3. Late Minoan from 1600 to 1100 BC
During Minos time Cretan Civilization reached Mycenae, Tiryns the cities of
Greece and Troy in Asia Minor. From 1350 to 1100 BC is also called Homenic
age. Though Homer wrote the epic poem Iliad in about 850 BC.It was a period
of conflicts and migrations and in about 1400 BC Greeks invaded Crete burnt
the palace of Knossos and took complete possession of island in Aegean Sea
up to 1100 BC.Gold and all precious material was taken to Greece. Everything
breakable was broken and palace was burnt and all the craftsmen and artists
were taken to Mycenae and Tiryns. Thus the civilization of Crete gave way to
Helladic or Hellenic civilization that rose in Greece.
Homer's epic the 'Iliad' and other stories of Theseus, Minos and Minotaur were
all considered as the legends. But Heinrich Schliemann a German scholar
believed them as truth and historical facts. He was an advocate of the historical
reality of places mentioned in the works of Homer. Schliemann was an
archaeological excavator of Hissarlik, now presumed to be the site of Troy,
along with the Mycenaean sites Mycenae and Tiryns.
He learnt from a schoolmaster about other legends also and guided by second
century traveller Pausanias. When 19 years old he went to Hamburg then to
Holland and served there for 17 years and amassed the good fortune. In 1868
AD he went to Dardanelles to excavate the city of Troy. First people laughed at
him but he excavated cities upon cities and at last the Troy in 1873.Gathering
such a big success he turned to Mycenae and found tomb full of treasures as
Homer has stated in his epic poem. Other scholars and excavators got impetus
and the Aegean Civilization came to light with its center in Crete and roots
back in Egypt. But in Crete the excavation was impossible because it was
under Turkish rule. When in 1898 Crete was free from Turkish regime Sir
Arther Evens and Dr Habens took up the work in 1900.
Evans discovered the palaces of many kings including the great palace of King
Minos at Knossos.Diadolos was the great builder of Labyrinth for Minotaur
who was a bull headed demon and the dancing floor for Aviadne the daughter
of the King. The legend says that the Theseus had come from Athens married
Aviadne and slew the demon. Bull was thought to be sacred and the frescoes,
reliefs, coins, potteries and plates all reveal that the people of Crete bel ieved
in the cult of the bull. People led luxurious life and bull sport was the center
of entertainment. Historians are not sure whether it was a religion or sport.
Excavation continued and the seals, picture, writings and other symbols that
shows similarity with the 5th dynasty of Egypt about 3000 BC.
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Knossos was a fortified city because the island of Crete was surrounded by sea
that formed a natural barrier but in 1400 BC the Greeks attacked Knossos
destroyed it, took all the treasures, artist and craftsmen and the story of Greek
culture continued on the ruins of Crete. Painting was mural decoration the
subject matter was Cretan life, bull fighting, processions and ceremonies also
some scenes from nature including birds, animals, flowers, fish and sea life .
There are big frescos with figures of Athletes. Both men and women had slim
waists and as in Egypt male figures are painted red and the female figures
yellow.
'The cupbearer' is full of life and seems keenly conscious of the pride of his
race and the mobility of the ceremony that he is performing. Some figures are
in low relief with flat tones, frescoes are miniature in which there are crowds
attending ceremonies over large washes of red indicating men, and heads are
outlined in black with white collars and white eyes. In the background below
are ladies with entire figures painted in detail. Their dresses are bright and the
effect of conversation is highlighted by the gestures of the hands.

At Knossos in the south verandah there is a big procession of yout h and
maidens led by the King in glorious robes with a crown of peacock features.
One unusual painting of a boy has also been found whose flesh has been
colored in blue picking flowers of different colors and putting them into a vase.

The ‘Toreadore” i.e.bull fighting scene shows a dramatic movement and the
curves are long and sweeping in the body of the bull.
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In the ‘flying fish fresco’ the impression is
of an easy swinging movement and counter movement. The impressions of
Blues, yellows and browns are happily distributed over a flat surface.

Greek Art
About 1400 BC Greeks invaded Crete destroyed Knossos took treasures and
craftsmen to Mycenae and Tiryns. At Tiryns a great palace was unearthed and
the remains of a fresco of the bull sport was found. Magnificent gold cups,
decorated with bulls and slim waisted Cretans with belt were discovered near
Sparta. It is evident that it belonged to Cretans and not Greeks. History of
Greek can be traced back up to 2000 BC when Indo Europeans came into
Greece and mixed with the primitive man. In 1500 BC Dorians a mil itant race
invaded Greece and established at Sparta. Another race of the Ionians Aryan
people attacked Greece from east as they made Athens their city. Both the
Dorians and Ionians kept contacts with older civilizations of Egypt, Babylonia
and acquired ideas and exchange goods. Tribal organizations evolved city
states in Greece each a separate unit.

Though divided into different units the Greeks personified the nature Gods
giving them human form. They thought Zeus as King of Gods ruling from the
highest peak of mount Olympus. Uses the God of art and culture dwelling on
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the slopes of Mount Parnassus and Apollo the God of wisdom ruling from the
mount Delphi because they gave the Gods the human form. The Greeks created
perfect individual as an ideal .The classical history of Greece begins 776 BC
with the establishment of Olympiad. Every fourth year the Athletic, games,
literary and music contest were celebrated in the honor of Zeus on the plains
of Olympia. This brought all the tribes of Greece together for the period of
games, all hostilities stopped among them. This paved the path for Greek Art
to reach the golden age of Pericles in 5ht century BC.Every four yearly
gathering the worship of same Gods, assimilation of culture and the unity
emphasized in spite of continual warfare and the interest in the perfect human
body all led to the perfection of Hellenic Art.

Golden age in Greece reached in the 5th century
and then came the decline because Athens had swollen with pride and
Athenians had become idle and lazy. Sparta gained power again and rebelled.
Peloponnesian war followed and both the powers struggled for abo ut 27 years
from 431 BC to 404 BC.The Greek unity was broken and in the last Sparta
came out victorious. Philip the second of Macedonia marched from North in
357 BC and won over Greece but before he could be recognized he was killed
in 336 BC.
Alexander his son conquered Greece, Asia Minor, Egypt and Persia and
marched up to North west of India. When he died at Babylon in 323 BC, his
generals divided up the empire but Greek civilization had already spread far
and wide. Alexandria at the mouth of River Nile had become the center of
learning and the greatest library of manuscripts was established there. At last
Greece was conquered by Romans in 146 BC.The Greek Artists were carried
away to Rome and to satisfy the wishes of their masters, they copied Greek
original pictures in great many numbers. Wall paintings in private and public
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buildings have perished and we can get an account of Greek painting only
through the literary sources and the copies from Rome.
Polygnotus of 5th century BC was a painter as well as a sculptor who attempted
to suggest depth by placing figures one upon other. Another famous painter
belonging to the same century Appollodorus was famous as shadow maker who
experimented with the use of shadows to make his figures appear round. Other
painters who were famous artists according to the Greek stories were Zeuxis,
Protogenes and Parrahasius.They were turning from idealism to realism and
try to bring the likeness in the portrait of heroes and nobles while these Greek
painters experimented in perspective, lights and shade and contours. Line
seems to be the important means of expression because sculpture and painting
ran side by side. We can have further knowledge about the changing trends in
painting as they existed in sculpture. Greek artist liked to paint healthy bodies
with graceful proportion and balance.
Myron portrayed fleeting moments of swift movement when the whole body on
action reveals its athletic grace. Discobolus is his masterpiece sculpture .
Phildias brought sculpture to the climax; he made Athena at Acropolis that is
40 feet high and Zeus at Olympia that is 35 ft. in height. Thus we see Greek
painting followed the same trends as were followed in sculpture from idealism
to realism.

Etruscan and Roman Art
People from Central Europe came down to Italy and settled on the banks of
Tiber River about 2000 BC.Etruscans who entered Italy in 14th and 13th
century BC won over the primitive inhabitants. The second wave of Etruscans
came during 11th and 10th century BC. They came from Lydia in Asi a Minor
as a result of prolonged period of economic depression. They were
agriculturalists, traders, warriors and sea pirates. They led a luxurious life
because they were comparatively richer than the primitive people. Excavations
in Etruria have revealed the art resembling that of Mesopotamia regarding
Gods and Assyria regarding hunting scene. Later Romans became stronger and
stronger because Etruscans had little idea of the benefits of cooperation and
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they fought with each other. The Romans won over them very easily. In 510
BC Etruscans were expelled from Rome and in the beginning of 4th century
BC Romans took the strong hold of Veii of Etruscans; other Etruscans’ cities
fell to Romans and by the beginning of 2nd century BC whole of Italy became
Roman.
Romans extended their empire during 2nd and 1st century BC and became the
masters of the whole Mediterranean world extending from Mesopotamia in the
east to Spain, France and Britain in the west. Wherever they went they took
Roman Culture with them and the people who came in contact copied them in
every part of life. Thus the fashion, architecture, art and the same way of life
prevailed throughout the Empire as belonged to Rome. Every free man was the
citizen of Rome and had the right to vote at the meetings i n Rome if he could
reach there.
In 146 BC they conquered Greece thereafter Greek art prevailed in Rome. Greek
influence was responsible for the introduction of building theatres into Italy.
The great one at Pompeii was built in 2nd century BC with bricks a nd the first
stone built theatre in Rome in the year 55 BC. Thus Roman art developed with
the assimilation of two distinct schools that is Etruscan and the Greek.
Etruscans depicted their males rugged and fearful and the females of lighter
complexion and milder features. Their art was connected with the dead like
Egyptians.

Painted terracotta sarcophagus of Seainti Hanunia Tlesnasa, about 150 -130
BCE
Excavations from tombs have revealed many things of Etruscan Art.The
magnificent tombs had wall paintings of the scenes of daily life. In low reliefs
on the pillars and walls they painted household goods belonging to the dead
as if the actual objects were in fact hanging there such as bags, baskets, arms
of the dead etc. They also painted scenes of feasts, hunting and dancing.
They buried as well as cremated their dead but built monuments for both.
Sarcophagus contained the dead bodies or the caskets with the ashes of the
dead. Sarcophagi really means a flesh eating stone because Greek used to
think that the certain sorts of stone would consume the dead body quickly and
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they were therefore highly desirable for coffins. Romans did not take marriage
vows very seriously but Etruscans couple was never to be separated. Therefore
a few sarcophagi have the effigies (images) of the husbands and the wife s ide
by side on the lids of the coffins. Vex masks were also take n of the dead and
kept as family portraits in the houses and this gave rise to portrait busts.
Roman wall paintings are usually in fresco technique. Though at first the
painters painted directly upon the stone. Thick plaster made of Pozzuolava the
volcanic sand near Naples is still used to form hydraulic cement mixed with
lime. Once this concrete sets; it became very hard. Tufa a dark and porous
volcanic stone was also sometime powdered to prepare the plaster. When
Romans came into contact with France and found marble they mixed marble
dust also into the plaster. This carefully prepared plaster was laid layer after
layer beaten with smooth trowel till it became compact. It was kept wet for a
very long time so that the artist might work at leisure. Colors were bright, red
and black were usually used to give figures an idea of relief with rich creamy
white in border.
Paintings on wooden panels that were put on the walls have been found in
Egypt in great numbers. Most of them belonged to 1st and 2nd century
AD.These portraits have life like expression. In Rome the oldest paintings have
been found in tombs that were executed on a white ground. These portraits
were concerted either with the dead or with mythology or history. Some of the
famous painters that appear in Roman literature were Fabulous, Cornelius
Pinus, Appius Prisens who belong to 1st and 2nd century AD. Romans believed
in bigness, they were confident that the size impressed the masses the refore
they did everything on massive scale. Roman painting, architecture and
sculpture were used for state publicity and for its rulers. Roman lettering was
also designed and well proportioned. Emperor Titus finally completed Roman
Colosseum in 80AD that alone could seat 87000 people.
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The statue of Augustus found in the Villa Livia.
The theatre of Pompeii, the buildings of Herculaneum, the villa di Misteri or
the villa of mysteries and the villa of Livia were very huge buildings. In Fiorum
that was primarily a market place Basilica was built which was Roman
invention.
In the beginning it was of oblong shape but later when Roman emperors made
Christianity as state religion it was converted into a square, the judges seat
became the alter and its walls were decorated with the portraits of Christ and
other saints and disciples. In all such buildings there were wall paintings or
paintings on wood put against the walls. In a wall decoration in a Pompeii
house, architectural details such as columns and arches were painted as to
give an illusion of depth and distance landscape. There were windows opened
and shut with or without curtains and mysterious archways to give a view of
open country and landscape.
The whole history of Roman Painting can easily be divided into 4 styles or
periods.
Incrustation Style when the walls were coated with the plaster containing
Pozzuolava or the volcanic sand mixed with marble dust just to give imitation
in plaster for marble paneling. Tufa sand was mixed to reproduced colored
walls.
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Architectural or illusive Style as appears in the houses of Pompeii in Villa
dei Misteri and Villa Livia.This belong to 1st century BC.
Egyptian Style according to this style walls were divided into square panels
that were usually painted and the subject was mostly decorative containing
floral designs including birds, wreaths, scrolls and small creatures. The colors
were violet, blue, red, yellow and black. This style is also called ornate style.
Emperor Nero built this golden house in the heart of Rome during this period
and made it a treasure palace of Greek Art.
Intricate Style where decoration became fanciful and complex and the artist
only played with colors unmindful of their effects. So compared with the fine
soothing color scheme of the third style the fourth style became very bright
and intricate.
During the middle of the 4th century A D the Roman Empire was divided into
two parts. Constantinople became the capital of eastern half and fifty years
later the capital of the Western Roman Empire was shifted from Rome to
Ravenna. Three generations later as Barbarian chieftain replaced the Roman
Emperor and Roman Empire came to an end. There after when Roman
Emperors declared Christianity as the state religion, Rome became the
principle seat of Christianity.

Christianity and Byzantine Art
In the beginning Christianity remained as an underground religion. They were
hated and persecuted by others. But they gained strength while carrying their
activities in underground passages and catacombs. They fought battles and at
last became victorious and real successor of Rome. More than a dozen religions
that were found in Rome were opposed to each other not knowing their own
religion. The admirable systems of roads built by Legions proved very beneficial
for the crusades that were taken under the banner of the cross. The pressure
of the Barbarians from the north was increasing and the weak emperors of
Rome were unable to manage the vast empire. Therefore it was divided into two
halves the east and the west. Emperor Constantine made Byzantium as his
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capital of the Eastern Empire in 330 AD and renamed it as Constantinople.
About a century after in 402 the Emperor Honorious fled from Rome to
Revenna.After his death Galla-Placidia looked after the empire during the
minority of her son Valantine, the third. Due to the Barbarians the architects
and the painters had fled to the east so as to build up churches in Revenna,
architects were called from Constantinople and the painters to decorate them.
Byzantine art emerged from the assimilation of the cultures of t he west i.e.
Rome and Greece and east i.e. Persia, Asia Minor, Assyria and Egypt. The
mystic attitude towards art of the east did not allow images of the Christ or
the saints or the prophets on the walls inside the Churches while Christians
in Italy wanted images to decorate walls. This became the bone of contention
and both Constantinople and Rome remained at war with each other. Emperor
Leo the third of Constantinople sent an armada to Italy but Pope Gregory II
and III defeated them. Atlast the Greek orthodox churches came out to
compromise upon the images .The power politics was also gaining ground
between the emperors of the East and pope of the west. At last the compromise
reached by forbidding statues but allowing the pictures of Jesus Christ and
others which were called Icons to put on the walls of the churches.
Constantinople remained the seat of Christian Empire up to 1415 when the
Turks conquered and have remained there ever since.
Paintings
under
Early
Christianity
Christians held their meetings in secret places because Christianity was a
forbidden religion. They worked underground in catacombs that their burial
places as well as chapels. They buried their dead because they believed in the
doctrine of Resurrection (Life after Death). Roman law respected the graveyards
so that even those of Christians had some security. Christianity in the early
stages was an enemy rather than a friend of art .It was a religion of the poor
and downtrodden. They hated any decoration and show and were also afraid
of drawing likeness of anything. If it tolerated the art it was for devotional
purposes and to convey message through symbols. It was not a painting to
which the spectator looked but the symbols, the meaning and the language is
conveyed. So it was the meaning that mattered much and not the method of
painting. Till the Christians lived in secrecy they decorated the walls with floral
designs specially containing vines that stood for Jesus Christ and the grapes
for his disciples. The peacock was the symbol of immortality and the anchor,
the symbol of hope. Doves represented innocence and Dolphin was a favorite
symbol for Christ since the initial letters of the Greek words
Jesous Christos Theous Unious Soter means Jesus Christ the Son of God,
savior of the evils. Thus art under early Christians was symbolic and simple
lines were given importance more than the color. Even after compromise
between the east and west churches the artist was suspicious and their
paintings had no life and better suited for graveyards than the churches. When
Christianity became state religion the art served the new purpose that told the
power of the churches and the majesty of the Emperor. Thus the religion that
began by raising poverty was won over by the riches. Traders and wealthy
persons embarrassed Christianity and because they were accustomed to
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decorate their houses according to Roman fashion. They began to decorate
their walls with Christian art. So the spiritual and the moral value were lost
and since then Christian era became a pure art. Books were also illustrated.
Alexandria had the greatest library of manuscripts. The artist illustrated the
books with simple outline the central figure was depicted on a much larger
scale than the subsidiary figures because the size served as propagan da to
advance Christianity. Among the painting is the famous Joshua Roll. This
manuscript was originally 32 ft. long and 1 ft. wide with the drawing in pen
and ink and color. In between the pictures there is a text in Greek. It has now
been divided into sections and mounted for preservation. In a picture Joshua
near the wall of Jericho is prostrating before the angel. In the lower right hand
corner is a female figure crowned with a tower personifying the city through
the subject is Christian. The method of expression is Hellenistic i.e. the
personification of the city, the naturalism of the figures, the way in which they
fit into the landscape and the perspective in architecture.
Four churches of Revenna are also worth mentioning which were built by
Byzantine architects and decorated with mosaic frescoes on Italian soil.





Mausoleum of Galla Placidia in the middle of 5th century.
Church of St Giovanni
Church of St Apollinaire Novo in late 5th century AD
Church of St Nitale in 526 AD

The mosaic work in these churches gave shinning effect but was costly.
Fresco was used when economic conditions demanded less expensive
substitute. Since the figures instead of having heavenly became humanized
in the Lamentation over the body of the Christ, the subject is expressed with
deep colors, the faces the garments, the body of Christ and the rocks are
constructed into various patterns of light and shade. The figures are
organized into the long sweeping curves and also in sharp angels .
Main Characteristics of Byzantine Style


Came from Byzantium
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Controlled by Religion
Iconographic
Church prescribed rules and subjects for visual expression
Unreal and visionary character
Critics say lifeless and static as Egyptian more apparent than real based on
the belief in immortality.
Discouraged the change in style that encouraged conservative spirit and
disinclination to experiment.
Limited to spiritual, dematerialization
Lofty domes with mosaics on a gold ground
Different materials and techniques were used .
No external effect on the style but provided greater wealth for its enrichment.

Romanesque Art
The term Romanesque is given to the period between the 6th century to 12th
century belonging to Europe (west and north of Italy). The name is given by
Narcisse-de- Caumont.This term refers to the art predominantly religious that
developed out of the art of the Romans. Europe of the period was in ruins,
there was no law, people fell upon each other not merely for profit but also to
satisfy their wild pleasure, till a strong man became a big boss to assume the
dignity and to play the role of a king but for a short time and then to make an
end by way of the poison cup or the murderer’s dagger. Perhaps one man out
of every ten thousand could only spell his own name. The artist had no function
in the society. Craftsmen under different masters became negligent, the
scientist became a luxury and the merchants frightened to go from one place
to another. This condition was prevailing throughout of the whole of Western
Europe.
People of the 6th and 7th century looked out for arrangements that might give
them a sense of security. Bright young men tried to organize to safe guard the
talent of the people and they found the church as only institution to satisfy
their needs. People did not fear the sword but were ready to follow the cross
because the church gave them a practical system of everyday life.
This was the background of all Romanesque art a word conquered by Romans
not by the sword or by cross. The head of the church was the bishop who lived
in big cities. The bishop’s chair in the church was called Cathedra and the
church Cathedral. By and by with the increase in power and wealth evils crept
into the church so in protest there arose the monasteries. It was introduced
into Italy by St Benedict in 526 and spread rapidly over Western Europe. The
head of the minstrel was Abbot and church was called Abbey Church. It was a
complete community in itself that provided all the needs of the people. It was
surrounded by 45 walls and contained the church, the school, the library and
the hospital. Village communities also sprang up and they attached themselves
either to a Bishop or Feudal Lord or the Abbot. These in their own position
were jealous of each other.
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Only for a short time during the period of Charles Magne i.e. from 742 to 814
education as art was revived. But after his death Europe again descended to
its lowest level and event the church sank into the deepest degradation. Then
monasteries saved it and for 200 years it remained as spiritual guide to
Europe. About 1000 AD a new spirit began to prevail in Europe. There was
uprising against the feudal lords. Communication was opened and trade
unions were formed. Universities and other centers of learning were
established during the 11th and 12th century.
Frescoes decorated the church but they have almost disappeared some of them
have been recovered in Italy and Spain. This art resembles very much with the
miniatures of that period. The manuscripts are mostly religious based on
biblical stories etc. Ireland and Britain preferred to decorate the initial letters
and sometimes the whole cover or page was decorated as we see in the pages
of Quran. One of the most famous books was that of Celtic monks. This was
from Ireland. There were geometrical designs and also naturalistic with foliage,
birds and sometimes with a human figure. Celtic manuscript contains some of
the most beautiful calligraphy of the Middle Ages but there appears no gold
like the decoration of Quran. Pen work with light washes of color was
remarkable to furnish the house of God the Church with worthy equipment
lead to the making of books with finest calligraphy, illustrations and cover
designs. Precious stones were also set in to the cover of the book and the more
they were the better was thought. The colors used were very bright and
sometimes to the extents of unpleasant.

Gothic Art
The term Gothic art is applied to the post Romanesque period from 12th
century that persisted up to 16th century. Goths belonged to the race living in
north of Italy beyond the Alps Mountains and also in Western Europe. They
had destroyed the beauties of the ancient period and therefore Italians thought
them to be Barbarians and hated them.
The term Gothic was applied hatefully to the late Middle ages by Georgio Vasani
born in Arezzo in 1511 and died in 1574.In this word was expressed all the
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aversions which the Renaissance artist felt for the middle ages as well as the
inability of the southern artist to understand and sympathies with the
northern achievement. For them Gothic was a development of North
Romanesque art and there can be no dividing line between the two.
Politically strong kings such as Luis the IX was holding in check the feudal
lords while in Romanesque period the life was rural and monastic. The Gothic
age was one of towns with merchants unions that were growing in number and
power. The sense of freedom was growing and the trade with the near eastern
countries developed. Economically this trade and commercial activities
brought wealth. Religiously, the existing monasteries after reforming the
church from within declined in power and again the attention was drawn
towards the cities and Bishops. At this time came the Franciscan movement in
1210.St Francis of Assisi protest against the growing internal degradation of
church, dressed in rough clothes barefooted and with no money travelled from
place to place preaching the virtues of poverty and pious life and inspiring the
people to love all living things - nature, the birds, animals, insects, the trees
etc. Everything in nature was a part of God’s great universe and that all these
living things should be loved. Thus he brought a change in view of life the
realization of the value of the present life. Such a realization turned man’s eye s
towards an observation of the nature that revealed itself in the art of Gothic
age and which ended in the individualization and non-religious subjects of the
Renaissance.

Miniature of Vincent of Beauvais in a manuscript of the Speculum
Historiale, translated into French by Jean de Vignay, Bruges, c. 1478 1480
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Socially and intellectually it was a period of great learning as universities had
sprung up. Vincent of Beauvais tried to consolidate knowledge about
everything and classified them into four parts that he called four mirror s
1. The mirror of nature including the creation of the universe -vegetable,
animal life, monsters, human being etc.
2. The mirror of science including manual labor, the handicrafts and the
art.
3. The mirror of moral revealing vices and virtues.
4. The mirror of history relating the stories of Christ and his teachings
and lives of Saints. It was a democratic society each person
contributing to the life of the community.

The Western (Royal) Portal at Chartres Cathedral
In England under the patronage of Henry III the Cathedrals of Canterbury,
Winchester, Lincoln Wells and others were built. Decoration of churches and
monasteries gave impetus to sculpture, manufacturing of stained glass and
illuminating the manuscripts. Stained glass windows wee the greatest
treasures of the Gothic age. In Italy near the city of Venice there existed a big
manufacturing school of stained glass. This art of stained glass windows
reached great heights in 13th century.
Because of great reduction of wall spaces due to big windows in Gothic
architecture there was little opportunity for wall painting. Some wall paintings
have been revealed from beneath the white wash by the efforts of Prof Tristram
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and Keyser.Book illustration was the chief art, it no longer centered in the
monasteries but a big school existed in Paris in the 13th century and it reached
to its climax in the 13th and 14th centuries.

Hours of Jeanne d'Evreux, by Jean Pucelle, Paris
The art of manuscripts under the patronage of Duke of Burgundy and Duke of
Berry in France thrived. The artist gathered there were s Jeans Malovel and
Henery Bellechose at the court of Burgundy and Andre Beauneven, the
Limbourgs and later Jean Fouqued at the court of Berry.Polde Limbourg was
perhaps the first artist to paint natural scenes due to Franciscan movement,
landscape painting had become the fashion of the day. After pieces of wooden
panels were also painted but little remained of them due to wars, fire and
destruction.

Miniature school of painting by and by ended with the invention of printing
press in 1438.It was influenced by stained glass, the color was shinning and
in the beginning gold was used in abundance. They were the popular form of
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border decoration and tiny figures of birds and animals were interlaced in
them. Calendars were also painted showing color of different months and
depicting the chief activities concerning the months. Portrait painting was also
common the chambers of the merchants were decorated with still life paintings.
The painting came out of the courts and received patronage by the merchants
and independent painting as a major art also developed.

Art in Religion
From time immemorial the social environment of man had been i ndulged and
involved in magic and animism that correspond to the revelation of religion.
The primitive man was absorbed by the natural phenomena and he made the
symbols of the events as to secure the actual occurrence. The desire of animal
the death of an enemy etc. had been the motif for the creation of an adequate
symbol. With the result the art of the primitive man was magical with
methodical arrangements expressive of emotional attitude. This magical
reaction was the offshoot of different faith and faith is a distinct means of
creating a particular religion that dignifies the cultural and ethical values of a
particular society.
In the growth of human civilization art has been a means of interpreting the
cultural values. The more the culture extended the greater the sensibility of
aesthetic experience developed. The life of man in every civilization was
governed by certain religious thinking and art represented those religious
thinking in the form of images projecting a concrete tradition. Therefore
according to H Read there can be no great art or great period of art without an
intimate link between religion and art. Prof Jha signifies art as religion a means
of Bhakti itself. According to Griggs the art of Greece is the outcome of religious
fervor. Music is the result of singing the hymns of God that subconsciously
creates a movement on account of its magical reaction and that movement of
one’s rhythmical gesture produces the conception of dance. Sculpture comes
out of illustrating the mudras of dance and idea representing that forms in
color is the origin of painting. Hence all the fine arts are interrelated and their
ultimate value is the detachment of oneself to purify the soul.
Indian temple architecture in the fullness of its development establishes an
intellectual and actual approach to supreme principle of which the deity
through the concrete work of art and the building is its body and house. Images
are given shape by sculpture and painting whose interrelationships expresses
in line, proportion and color the love of the absolute to which Gods and myths
own their existence.
Analyzing the history we will find the mythologies as a greater factor in
establishing a particular school of art. The Byzantine school of painting in
Europe has got the same place as of Buddhist school in India. The art of that
period was almost religious throughout the world because the inspiration what
we receive from the caves of Ajanta is rather the same as of Byzantine Art. The
life of that period was incorporated and regulated by religion. Their religious
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consciousness ultimately was embodied into the realm of arts. But there had
been isolating tendencies apart from religious faiths that are found mostly in
the western art after the Renaissance where the free independent
individualistic in its origin and the artists own personality dominates. Even we
look into their lives, the same idea the presence of realizing and admittance of
nature what we call the religious sensibility is predominant. The life of Van
Gogh is an example in this case.
In India also the Indo-Persian Art gives a reflection of individual approach but
the love of beauty of nature is an apparent acknowledgment of absolute. Thus
among all the fine arts two things have been important i.e. man and activities
of nature. When man and nature are interrelated the idea of Absolute and
release come into existence and application of different materials to realize
nature is art.
But religion is defined, as the realization of nature and art is one means of its
identification. Religion has a stimulated effect and contingent aspect of
developing the humanity throughout this materialistic world and art may be
understood a language of delivering its significance in life. According to Indian
mythology the life is governed by three notions- Dharma- the laws of human
righteousness and cosmic order, Artha- the accumulated wealth and Kamathe fountain of love and passion. These fundamentals of human social
structure lead us a path of realizing absolute and release. The unity of these
laws governs the ultimate aim of to find truth. The religion is thus a structure
of discipline for the living, breathing and maintaining the cosmic values. Upon
this foundation art and yoga erect many paths leading to the solitary peak
where realization of the absolute is imminent.

Art and Society
According to Croce the work of an art is an activity of the artist’s
consciousness. Thus concept raises a problem concerning the artist’s relations
with his audience. Artist communicates his experience to others and in order
to do this he must have means of communication. Art is generally the emotion
of the artist and when the emotion is given expression it becomes art. But what
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we generally expect in the work of art is the personal element - we expect the
artist to have, if not distinguished mind but a distinguished sensibility. We
expect him to reveal something to us that is original and unique and private
vision of the world. On this basis Tolstoy defines art as “to invoke in oneself a
feeling one has experienced and having evoked it in oneself, them by the means
of movement, line, and color, sound or forms expressed in words so to transmit
that feeling that other experience the same feeling” this is the activity of art.
Therefore according to this statement art is a human activity that consciously
hand over to other by one man affected by certain feelings and emotions.
The significance is that art must be a perfect means of communication as in
the words of Wordsworth that poetry is a man speaking to man is a perfect
theory of Tolstoy. Now in the modern conception the definition of art is
altogether changed that is simply the expression of feelings. Tolstoy added the
word communication or a transmitting effect. Herbert Read does not agree with
the ideology given by Tolstoy. He comments that artist is himself a man of
society and he has to convey his feelings naturally to the other. But a burden
of transmitting the idea to the commons will ultimately desolate the existence
of the pieces of Dante, Milton, Shakespeare and Goethe except the mythological
legends and folk songs. Realizing this fact he amended the theory of
collaboration in this way that the function of arts is not to transmit feeling so
that others may experience the same feeling that is only the function of t he
crudest form of art i.e. programmer music, melodrama and the like. The real
function of art is to express feeling and transmit understanding. The Greeks
previously recognized this notion and thus Aristotle rightly observed that the
purpose of drama was to purge out emotions a clue of peace and tranquility.
He was of the opinion that realizing beauty can purify our emotions and beauty
is defined as a moral goodness really a simple truth.
There is undoubtedly an unchallenging inter-relationship between artist and
community. The artist is a member of society where he from his infancy to his
adulthood is brought up and experiences his surroundings. But the individual
character of the artist work depends on his will to form that signifies the
personality of the artist. Therefore the value of art will be based on his
individuality, time and circumstances. The artist’s relation with his audience
will be an integral part of his aesthetic experience and that is why the artist
should do his best to know well (truth). But one doubt arises whether audience
are so elevated to justify the definition of Spinoza that Art is the labor of the
artist in which he invites the community to participate.
According to Radha Kamal Mukherjee each distinctive society has its own
characteristic art form. Society influences the arts of its people. Social
principles leave their impression upon art form. As social order changes the
art form also changes. The Altamira paintings show the influence of then
prevalent myths and rites and rituals of the society. Everywhere the social
customs, religion and faith of a group have influenced the art of the country
as we see in Egypt’s pyramids.
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History of Folk Art
It is universally accepted that art is the expression of aesthetic experience
even in the most uncivilized ages man had the urge to express and
communicate his ideas and experiences .Art occupies a prominent place in
the cultural development of the country.
According to Art Historian M.C Worquit in his book Most Primitive Art to
have a thorough knowledge of the civilization of a country it is essential that
its art is studied. According to one scholar, the word folk does not mean
common people or villages it represent all that population in towns as well as
in villages whose formal knowledge is not derived from books. These people
lead a simple and natural life. Folk are the manifestation of collective
consciousness impression and perception of the village p eople. In his book,
‘Educational significance of indigenous African Art’ G A Stevens writes about
the purity, simplicity and emotional quality of folk art. He is of the opinion
that folk-art is based on religious feeling and spiritual experience. There are
no special artists to create it. It is the natural outcome of the emotional,
religious and spiritual feelings striving of the common people by the common
people. Its chief characteristic is sincerity. Folk art is a type of a cooperative
art in the social life of the people, it is deeply rooted, it is connected with
prevalent rites and rituals and religious faith of the people. Folk art is
traditional and it cannot go against those accepted traditions and
conventions.

Karel Sourell in his book ‘Folk Art in Pictures’ writes that folk-art in Europe
is discovered a century ago. It is the awakening of natural feeling and
consciousness. The broad outlook of the people brought about all round
development. A great stress was laid and is being laid on the cultural
awakening among the people. Every cultural activity is gaining international
form and the society is giving full cooperation in it. A great deal of research is
to be done to investigate about the world art. This investigation was first
done in Europe. In Bohemia State Joseph Manns started this important
investigation. He made folk art immortal and realized its national, social and
cultural importance. It is due to successful social and spiritual life that folk
art became popular. Folk songs, rhymes, fables but all knowledge concerning
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folk life, its aesthetic experience and cultural effort became the main part of
the civilized society. It is the valuable property of the nation. It is the natural
art because it is the cultural voice of a nation. We do not have a full and
complete history of the origin and development of folk art. But it is clear that
it developed as man progressed. Modern folk art is the developed form of
primitive art. The time of its origin lies between 2000 to 10000 BC.The
western scholars of Indian history are of the opinion that primitive art of
India is not older than 8000 BC.But Indian historians do not agree with this
and hold that the primitive art of India is more than 10000 years old.
Folk art can be classified under four categories
Religious Folk Art
Religion is its chief characteristic. In folk art religion holds a prominent
place. The art that is based on the religious rites and worship of God and
deities is religious. The idols of Gods and Swastika and other symbols and
alpana etc. are its examples. In India in the celebration of every festival, art
and religion go together hand in hand. Karwa Chauth, Ashtami, Rangoli all
decoration done on these occasions is related to religion. No woman can
forsake these rites because there is a feeling of personal welfare together with
that of common welfare.
Utilitarian Folk Art
Every art is useful but in some arts utility occupies a primary space and
truth and beauty are secondary. This type of art serves more our necessities.
Caves, utensils, clothes, arms, tools etc. come under this category.
Personal Folk Art
The art that represents and fulfills the personal strivings and needs is
personal folk art. On the occasion of marriage decorative patterns are made
on the floor and doors. The articles and ornaments of flowers as head dress,
garlands etc. and in the temples the abode of god made of flowers in the
month of sawan all represent this personal art. It can be called a decorative
folk art also. Women do embroidery or the henna designs on their h ands. In
it there is the feeling of love that finds expression in these actions.
Amusement Folk Art
All those forms and patterns that are done for amusement are amusement
folk art. Women like hennaing on their hands and feet and making different
patterns with it. On clothes also embroidery is done where beads, gotta and
borders are used to make clothes look attractive. All this is done for pleasure
sake.

Modern Art
"The main purpose of art is not to render the visible but rather to make visible".
Paul Klee It is often thought that modern art dropped from the sky and that it
has made a violent break with the past. But a study of painting and sculptures
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from the prehistoric time to the present day proves otherwise. In expression
though 'Art is as old as man'. Herbert Read.
Forty or even fifty thousand years old a comparison between major and
contemporary works of art and those created by primitive man shows
astonishing resemblance. Many of movements of the last 70 years however
modern have there beginning in the distant past or in some remote civilization.
Curiously enough it was only the great traditions of ancient civilizations of
Greek and Rome that made the break with the past. It is modern beyond all
doubt which has renewed the tradition of antiquity .The evolution of the plastic
art from the beginning of this century to the present day has been a logical
sequence of long and laborious triumphs. Some temporary, some final, some
achieved in order, some in anarchy but all of them though fiercely
individualistic bear the stamp of a vital human message like a sort of
contemporary human epic recited in the fierce rhythm of our age.
Art changes with the times. It has changed not as a matter of fashion as may
be popularly thought but it change because the new condi tions effecting
society made new demands on the artist. The socio-economics realities at the
turn of the 19th century dictated such new demands. The traditional patronage
of the church and the court faded and the rise of the middle class people and
patrons demanded an art with an academic or sentimental importance or
market utility. No true artist can prepare a great work on order. Art cannot
work on demand from outside which should be satisfied by the talent of the
artist. The true artist feels certain uncontrollable emotions that are evoked in
his soul as if by inspiration. Those emotions may be expressed on the canvas
or in the marble by the touch of his genius. Perhaps the artist himself has no
clear-cut idea before hand what his finished work would look like. His emotion
may be expressed in it far better than he ever could imagine or it may fall short
of all that he has aimed at expressing. Thus according to the present day of
conception of art no craft however beautiful can take rank with art proper. Th e
invention of photography dealt the already peculiar situation of the Artist a
final blow because with its cheap method of reproduction it provided an equally
cheap substitute for the plastic art. But this very decadence proved a fertile
ground for the birth of revolutionary impulse. The artist rebelled against the
prevailing taste all the public. The most direct expression off this revolt was
the revolt against the tradition off what the eyes see. Conformity to the actual
Word but the modern artist equipped with a Scientific bend off mind refused
to trust his eye too much. He wanted to analyze what his eyes saw and a
persistent efforts in this that direction lead to the realization that outer
appearance off the object there is an inner reality in its inher ent formal
structure besides thoughts, feelings and in usual emotion called form and
equally individual language. The self became all-important and everything
around the artist was pressed into its service and important problem however
remained to be solved. The artist must turn back to the tradition and pick up
the thread somewhere it had been left or must revolt against exciting
conventions and create new conventions more in line and conformity with
contemporary consciousness. The question arises that wha t was the
contemporary consciousness; it was the spirit of scientific inquiry and analysis
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of what he saw, of what he thought and what he did. He soon became aware of
its all and make that all the total imaginative experiences to satisfy his self.
This new consciousness naturally gave rise to a new need in aesthetic
Standard. This need was only another word for reality and since this need was
the first Factor of the creative fact. The artist has created to his artistic
sensibility in all its sincerity, purity and vitality. Here now to satisfy instinct
only having executed a plan he has to decide its fate. But why did he take
assistance of instinct because it helped to intensify his vision and his objective
reality. There can be no intensity without simplification to a considerable
degree, no intensity without distortion. Simplification is the keynote of all art
and distortion or stylizations are related to each other. Having discovered his
last instinct and the eternal principle of the formal reality the art refused to
allow his talent to be pressed in to the service of description. Artist decided
that henceforth painting was to dominate its subject matter instead of being
dominated by it. Modern art therefore began when execution took place of
vanity of rendering. It aimed at the reversal change of the old subjective picture
relationship. The picture now as a picture took the lead by the total removal of
the elements of the emotions or story or subject. The artist aim was to subdue
all things to his style beginning with the simplest. The best subject therefore
became nothing but modest theme. Cézanne painted apples not because he
could put himself more effectively into a picture of apple than a Renaissance
painter could.
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